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Résumé | Abstract 

 
FR  Les rêves en littérature sont-ils toujours les mêmes ? Ou changent-ils avec 
le temps, en suivant les évolutions du contexte social, politique et culturel ? S’il est 
vrai que l’homme a toujours rêvé, faut-il encore se demander s’il a toujours rêvé de 
la même manière. Et surtout si le rêve après les théories de Freud (1900) présente 
le même degré d’innocence qu’avant. Quels sont les outils que la critique littéraire 
peut utiliser pour analyser la présence des rêves, à un niveau formel et  
thématique, avec un corpus tiré de la production avant-gardiste européenne du 
début du XXe siècle – entre autres, des auteurs surréalistes comme André Breton, 
Giorgio De Chirico, Robert Desnos, Paul Éluard, ou des futuristes et des imagistes 
comme Filippo Tommaso Marinetti et Ezra Pound ? Une étude critique sur la  
modernité des rêves en littérature doit pouvoir aller au-delà d’une approche ciblée 
uniquement sur le rêve comme thème et objet, parce qu’il touche l’imaginaire  
humain et poétique en même temps, en ayant recours à un dénominateur  
commun, l’image. 
 
Mots-clés: Rêve, Littérature, Imaginaire, Avant-garde, Poétique. 
 
EN  Are dreams in literature the same at any time? Or do they evolve as time 
passes by, with different social, political and cultural settings? Indeed, men have 
always dreamt; but have they always dreamt in the same way? Is dreaming after 
Freud’s theories (1900) as innocent as it was before? Which tools can literary criti-
cism use to analyse the presence of dreams, at both formal and thematic level, 
within a corpus of early 20th century European avant-garde literature—
including, among others, Surrealist authors such as André Breton, Giorgio De  
Chirico, Robert Desnos, Paul Éluard, or Futurists and Imagists such as Filippo 
Tommaso Marinetti and Ezra Pound? A critical enquiry on the modernity of 
dreams in literature should go beyond a sole thematic approach, because it deals 
with human and poetical imaginary—where the image is the common denomina-
tor between these two dimensions.  
 
Keywords: Dream, Literature, Imaginary, Avant-garde, Poetics.  
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 critical enquiry on the modernity of  dreams in literature should 

go beyond a solely thematic approach, because it should deal with 

human and poetical imaginary at the same time—even though 

every human being knows what a dream is, every dream has a degree of  

subjectivity that prevents it from having the same status as real life. This 

degree of  subjectivity changes not only in function of  individuals, but 

also in function of  time: in fact, 20th century dreams would present some 

resemblance with dreams from past ages, but also some differences 

compared with Renaissance ones, because of  the evolution of  collective 

imagery. Although literary studies on dreams generally tend to focus on 

either thematic analysis (dream as object1) or psychoanalytic 

interpretation (dream as symptom2), we will adopt a stance which stresses 

the importance of  collective imagery and writing techniques in relation 

to dreams. That is to say, we should consider dreams as recurrent objects 

of  all-times’ literature, but also esteemed subjects of  science and 

medicine after Freud’s studies, and an everyday phenomenon that all 

human beings have experienced, with which modern writers of  the early 

20th century dealt originally, but also cooperatively. 

Without proposing a psychoanalytic interpretation of  poetic 

dreams, we shall look at them from the perspective of  the imagery of  

modernity, which has several shaping features. Some recent and 

ambitious works focused on dreams and the time lapse of  modernity3 

from a historical point of  view, because it would be difficult to subject an 

entire literary period (namely the modernity of  avant-garde) to 

psychoanalytic conclusions by relying solely on the analysis of  dreams. 

At the same time, investigations on the vast field of  modernity cannot 

follow the example based on one author and one book, as Freud did in his 

famous reading of  Wilhelm Jensen’s Gradiva, because the argument of  

every hypothesis would be too narrow. Here, Freud already raised the 

question of  the extension of  his case study: 

                                                 
1 Mainly literary works, on dreams in a specific geographical area (i.e. dreams in French literature) 

or on a specific author (or dreams in Elsa Morante).  
2 Mainly psychoanalytic works, trying to understand, more than describe the sense of  dreams.  
3 Such as the interesting book by NATALYA LUSTY and HELEN GROTH, Dreams and Modernity. A 

Cultural History, New York, Routledge, 2013. 
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There are two possible methods for this investigation; one is engrossment 

with a special case, with the dream creations of  one writer in one of  his works; 

the other consists in bringing together and comparing all the examples of  the 

use of  dreams, which are found in the works of  different storytellers. The 

second way seems to be by far the more effective, perhaps the only justifiable 

one, for it frees us immediately from the dangers connected to the conception 

of  “the writer” as an artistic unity4. 

While stating that the second approach is more legitimate than the 

first, Freud tackled a single work and a single author. We will try to put 

together different examples taken from the beginning of  the 20th century 

(philosophers, psychologists, literary critics and authors, of  course), in 

order to understand and appreciate the astonishing consonance of  these 

various voices who animated the cultural debate on modernity and 

dream. 

1. (Poetic) Phenomenology of  Image and Perception 

In his many studies on dreams, and more explicitly in his Poetics of  

Reverie (1960), Bachelard placed poetic reverie, and art in general, under 

the sign of  women—the Anima: «it is the Anima who dreams and sings. 

Dreaming and singing, that is the work of  its solitude. Reverie—not the 

dream (rêve)—is the free expansion of  all anima5». The French 

philosopher established a parallel between the poet’s and the reader’s 

reveries (and their anima), and he applied his reading to a wide range of  

authors who have marked the late 19th and early 20th century in Europe: 

Paul Valéry, Henri Bosco, Albert Béguin, Friedrich Nietzsche, Georges 

Rodenbach, Franz Hellens, Pierre-Albert Birot, Julien Green, Paul 

Éluard, Pierre Chappuis, Victor Segalen, Yvan Goll, Henry Bauchau, 

Pierre Reverdy, Gabriele D’Annunzio, Tristan Tzara.  

Bachelard made the uninitiated reader wonder whether it was 

advisable to overload «a book on reverie with the heavy philosophical 

apparatus of  the phenomenological system6». It was by making the link 

between a naive approach, which would characterize the state of  the 

dreamer, and the perception of  poetic images, which he claimed to be a 

«word dreamer»—«I am a dreamer of  words, of  written words7»—and a 

                                                 
4 SIGMUND FREUD, Delusion and Dream: An Interpretation in the Light, of  Psychoanalysis, 

translated by Helen M. Downey, New York, Moffat, Yard & Company, 1922, p. 114. 
5 GASTON BACHELARD, The Poetics of  Reverie: Childhood, Language, and the Cosmos [1960], 

translated by Daniel Russell, Boston, Beacon Press, 1971, p. 58. 
6 Ibid., p. 2. 
7 Ibid., p. 17. 
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reader immersed in «a dimension of  the modern psychism8». The idea of  

creation is inseparable from that of  reception and reading; and through 

Bachelard’s pages, we are confronted with terms having to do with the 

effects of  reverie (wonderment), from both the point of  view of  the poet 

and the reader: «Faced with images which the poets bring us, faced with 

images which we could never have imagined ourselves, this naïveté of  

wonderment is completely natural. But in submitting passively to such 

wonder, one does not participate profoundly enough in the creating 

imagination. The phenomenology of  the image requires that we 

participate actively in the creating imagination»9. Bachelard’s position is 

valuable for a reading based on modernity, because it refocused all the 

critical, interpretive and poetical process from the reverie’s point of  view 

and, in particular, from the poetic reveries’ perspective, that he wished to 

distinguish from the dreams: «in contrast to a dream a reverie cannot be 

recounted. To be communicated, it must be written, written with emotion 

and taste, being relived all the more strongly because it is being written 

down10». 

Of  course, the frequent allusion to images compelled Bachelard to 

give a definition of  «imaginary» and «imagination»: he attributed a 

broader and stable field to the former, that of  «a phenomenology of  the 

imaginary»; while the latter takes the features of  a «principle of  direct 

stimulation of  psychic becoming. Imagination attempts to have a 

future11». If  Bachelard’s Poetics of  Reverie focused on imagination and 

imaginary, it had no particular relation with the definition of  

«hallucination», contrarily to what Maurice Merleau-Ponty did in his 

Phenomenology of  Perception (1945), who devoted several pages to the 

phenomenon12, which was though described as a pathological symptom 

instead as a real perception: «The hallucination is not a perception, but it 

has the value of  reality, and it alone counts for the victim13». Behind this 

will of  distinction between reverie and dream, between naïveté and 

intellectuality, between wonder and fantastic, Bachelard took the part of  

childhood, wonderment and naivety, putting some distance from mystery, 

doubts and duplication.  

Even though our corpus is based on avant-garde’s modernity 

(literature, painting, cinema, etc.), which is frequently described in terms 

of  hallucination, it would certainly be hazardous to base the whole 

                                                 
8 Ibid., p. 24. 
9 Ibid., p. 4. 
10 Ibid., p. 7. 
11 Ibid., p. 8. 
12 MAURICE MERLEAU-PONTY, Phenomenology of  Perception [1945], translated by Colin Smith, 

London; New York, Routledge, 2002, p. 348-402. 
13 Ibid., p. 399. 
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interpretation of  a text on the argument of  hallucinations, because it 

would put on the same level the act of  writing under mescaline’s 

influence, for instance, and a completely voluntary writing abandoned to 

dreams (or reveries). Let us refer to some scenes shot through the glass jar 

containing the starfish in the eponymous film by Man Ray, L’Étoile de 

mer (The Starfish, 1928), based on a screenplay by Robert Desnos, which 

opens up on the words «You’re not dreaming» [«Vous ne rêvez pas14»]. In 

an article published in the year of  the film’s release, Desnos explained the 

genesis of  the text, genesis with a concrete background: 

I own a starfish—from which ocean?—purchased from a Jew trader of  the 

Rue des Rosiers, which is the actual incarnation of  a lost love […]. It was 

under its influence that I wrote, in a suitable form for a scenario’s apparitions 

and ghosts, what Man Ray and I recognized as a poem simple like love […]. 

Only Man Ray could have conceived those phantoms that arising from paper 

and film, had to embody […] the spontaneous and tragic action of  an 

adventure born within reality and pursued into a dream. […] Man Ray, 

deliberately triumphing on technology, offered me the most flattering and 

moving image of  my dreams and myself15. 

The effect of  a hallucinated reality, obtained by extending dreams’ 

visions into awakening insights with no apparent interruption, is 

voluntary: Man Ray willingly and masterfully distorted these frames by 

positioning the camera behind a glass evoking the one containing the 

starfish. Hence, the imagination of  reverie and its pictorial 

representation in poetry and in the arts do not present any substantial 

connection with the state of  hallucination, although their productions 

may be comparable. 

2. The Logic(s) of  Dreams—From Anthropology to Psychoanalysis 

Inspired by Bachelard’s phenomenology and pursuing Jung’s idea of  the 

archetype, Gilbert Durand wrote that imagination is based on general 

images or archetypes. These images, in Durand’s theory, are sort of  

                                                 
14 ROBERT DESNOS, Œuvres, Paris, Gallimard, «Quarto», 1999, p. 421. 
15 Ibid., p. 426. When we translate from French into English, like in this case, we will quote the 

original text in the footnotes. French text: «Je possède une étoile de mer (issue de quel océan?) 

achetée chez un brocanteur juif  de la rue des Rosiers et qui est l’incarnation même d’un amour 

perdu […]. C’est sous son influence que j’écrivis, sous la forme propice aux apparitions et aux 

fantômes d’un scénario, ce que Man Ray et moi-même reconnûmes comme un poème simple 

comme l’amour […]. Man Ray seul pouvait concevoir les spectres qui, surgissant du papier et de 

la pellicule, devaient incarner […] l’action spontanée et tragique d’une aventure née dans la réalité 

et poursuivie dans le rêve. […] Man Ray, triomphant délibérément de la technique, m’offrit de 

moi-même et de mes rêves la plus flatteuse et la plus émouvante image». 
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«functional diagrams or potentials» that «unconsciously shape the 

thought16»; and he transitorily concluded that «imagination is an 

organizing dynamism17», admitting a principle of  organization within 

«the outpouring lush of  images» and in spite of  the «impoverished 

logic18» of  these representations.  

Needless to say, dreams are strictly connected to this “active” 

imagination and, thanks to anthropological and psychoanalytical 

research, as well as to literary works, we now know that dreams are not 

as unreasonable as they are generally thought to be. While dreams are 

made of  arbitrary images, they do present an internal logic and a reason 

for being. It is because they have some sense that Freud investigated them 

so deeply. In his essay on Jensen’s Gradiva, he devoted a passage to the 

issue of  the arbitrariness of  dreams, giving a new dimension to the 

common belief  on a supposed oneiric freedom: «but there is much less 

freedom and arbitrariness in psychic life than we are inclined to believe, 

perhaps none at all. What we, laity, call chance resolves itself, to an 

acknowledged degree, into laws; also, what we call arbitrariness in psychic 

life rests on laws only now dimly surmised19». It is only considering the 

logic of  dreams that Freud, in The Interpretation of  Dreams, came to 

define «The Dream-Work» (Traumarbeit), which he divided into five 

processes: the Work of  Condensation, the Work of  Displacement, the 

Representability, the Symbols and the Secondary Revision (see 

chapter VI of  The Interpretation of  Dreams, titled «The Dream-Work»). 

Speaking of  the third process, Representability in dreams, Freud clearly 

compared dream poetics with arts aesthetics, giving a huge importance 

to the work of  interpretation: «The descriptive arts are limited in the 

same manner—painting and the plastic arts in comparison with poetry, 

which can employ speech; and here too the reason for this impotence is to 

be found in the material in the treatment of  which the two arts strive to 

give expression to something20». 

When Freud spoke about symbols and the fifth Dream-Work’s 

process, the Secondary Revision, he was referring to the work of  

Havelock Ellis, the British doctor and psychologist who made a major 

contribution to the study of  dreams, sexology and the criminal mind. In 

                                                 
16 GILBERT DURAND, Les Structures anthropologiques de l’imaginaire. Introduction à l’archétypologie 

générale [1960], Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, 1963, p. 20. French text: «[…] toute 

pensée repose sur des images générales, les archétypes, “ schémas ou potentialités fonctionnelles ” 

qui “façonnent inconsciemment la pensée”»; «l’imagination est dynamisme organisateur». 
17 Ibid. French text: «jaillissement luxuriant des images»; «logique appauvrie». 
18 Ibid., p. 21. 
19 SIGMUND FREUD, Delusion and Dream, op. cit., p. 113-114. 
20 SIGMUND FREUD, The Interpretation of  Dreams [1899-1900], translated by A.A. Brill, New York, 

The Macmillan Company, 1913, p. 73. 
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the first chapter of  The Interpretation of  Dreams, he wrote: «Without 

wishing to linger at its apparent absurdity, Havelock Ellis considers the 

dream as “an archaic world of  vast emotions and imperfect thoughts”, 

the study of  which may make us acquainted with primitive stages of  

development of  the psychic life21». And in the seventh chapter, «The 

Psychology of  the Dream Activities», Freud quoted once again Havelock 

Ellis, willing to stress the allusion to anthropology and ethnography. In 

this contest, a dream is a kind of  mythical and archeological object, 

hidden in a collective field, cultivated with the sedimentation of  

characters of  singular unconsciousness. This ancient and immanent 

symbolism constantly overlaps with the imagination of  modernity; that 

is to say, with the set of  images that are transient and new. In a very 

popular article (not only for its release, but also for its willing to vulgarise 

the subject), «The Stuff  that Dreams are made of» (1899), Havelock Ellis 

emphasized the ethnographical interest of  dreams: «Through our dreams 

we may realize our relationship to stages of  evolution we have long left 

behind, […] thus throwing light on the facts we obtain by ethnographic 

research22». It is not a coincidence that, while quoting this article, Freud 

saw in the «return to the embryonal state of  psychic life in the dream» 

described by Ellis, some «happy anticipations of  our deductions to the 

effect that primitive modes of  work suppressed during the day23». It is 

only by comparing the singular and the collective, the ancient and the 

new, the ordinary and the extraordinary, that evolution can be made 

following a scientific method: «The interest of  such a task is twofold. It 

not only reveals to us an archaic world of  vast emotions and imperfect 

thoughts, but by helping us to obtain a clear knowledge of  the ordinary 

dream processes, it enables us in advance to deal with many of  the 

extraordinary phenomena of  dreaming, sometimes presented to us by 

wonder-loving people as awesomely mysterious, if  not indeed 

supernatural. The careful analysis of  mere ordinary dreams frequently 

gives us the key to these abnormal dreams24». 

Borrowing their expressions and functions from anthropology, 

psychoanalysis, archeology, literature and hermeneutics, as well as 

displaying a major pictorial component, dreams have also been compared 

to hieroglyphs. However, it is a special hieroglyph, because it contains the 

key to decipher and translate its thoughts and its construction in common 

                                                 
21 Ibid., p. 50. 
22 HAVELOCK ELLIS, «The Stuff  That Dreams Are Made of», in Appletons’ Popular Science 

Monthly, no54, April 1899, p. 721. 
23 SIGMUND FREUD, The Interpretation of  Dreams, op. cit., p. 467. In the first decades of  the 20th 

century, works on dreams and ethnography or primitive cultures were very frequent, such as those 

of  the British anthropologist and psychiatrist William H.R. Rivers.  
24 HAVELOCK ELLIS, «The Stuff  That Dreams Are Made of», op. cit., p. 722. 
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logic and an everyday language. Obviously, Havelock Ellis, as a doctor, 

focused on the secret of  “abnormal” dreams’ functioning, which reveals 

a positivist attitude that will be absent from literary contributions—i.e. 

let’s think of  the surrealists’ refusal of  any separation between normality 

and abnormality (and of  insane asylums). However, no discourse on 

dreams can fail to investigate words and speech, notably some 

fundamental cognitive processes such as metaphors or, in this specific 

case, stream of  consciousness—a key term in 20th century literature, 

which was categorised in Ellis’s work through the concepts of  «stream of  

recent memories», «streams of  memories» and «stream of  imagery25»: 

«The psychic activities that are awake most intensely are those that sleep 

most profoundly. If  we preserve the common image of  the “stream of  

consciousness”, we might say that the grave facts of  life sink too deeply 

into the flood to reappear at once in the calm of  repose, while the mere 

light and buoyant trifles of  life, flung carelessly in during the day, at once 

rise to the surface, to dance and mingle and evolve in ways that this 

familiar image of  “the stream of  consciousness” will not further help us 

to picture26». 

The British psychologist also believed in the logical basis of  this 

incessant movement of  dreams, which tend to stir the depth of  the 

unconscious in order to get remote images up to the surface. In a 1910 

article, significantly titled «The Logic of  Dreams», Havelock Ellis 

highlighted the constant labor operated by reason in a dreamlike state, 

extending to reason itself  the arbitrariness of  associations of  images 

taken from dreams. «All dreaming is a process of  reasoning», he wrote, 

then went on to explain: «Reasoning is a synthesis of  images suggested 

by resemblance and contiguity, indeed, a sort of  logical vision27 […] ». 

This article was to become the third chapter of  a book that Ellis 

published the following year, The World of  Dreams (1911), where he 

examined all the basic steps of  the world of  dreams—spontaneity and 

automatism, the imaginary and imagination, senses, emotions and 

memory, as well as symbols with their implications at the linguistic level 

(i.e. analogies, synesthesia, etc.). Ellis’s work on dreams presents several 

common points with Freud’s reflections or with the Italian alienist Sante 

De Sanctis, author of  Sleep and dreams (1896) and Dreams. Psychological 

and clinical enquiries of  an Alienist (1899)28. Here, dreams have their own 

surface and depth; they have a clear content and a latent one; their 

                                                 
25 Ibid., p. 726, p. 731. 
26 Ibid., p. 735. 
27 HAVELOCK ELLIS, «The Logic of  Dreams», in The North American Review, no 658, 1910, p. 379. 
28 SANTE DE SANCTIS, I sogni e il sonno. Nell’isterismo e nella epilessia, Roma, Società editrice 

Dante Alighieri, 1896. 
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incongruous appearance is motivated by symbolic, metaphorical and 

metonymic associations, taking place along both the syntagmatic and 

paradigmatic axis of  language; they amplify the contextual human 

impressions of  the “contemporary man” as well as symbols, traditions 

and complexes that constitute the “historical man”. Therefore, the logic 

character of  dreams is stressed, together with their complexity which 

cannot be reduced to their merely hermetic form.  

In his conference on dreams (Le Rêve, 1901), Henri Bergson followed 

the same path of  the logic of  dreams: «In a dream we become no doubt 

indifferent to logic, but not incapable of  logic. There are dreams when we 

reason with correctness and even with subtlety. I might almost say, at the 

risk of  seeming paradoxical, that the mistake of  the dreamer is often in 

reasoning too much29». This point of  view seems to be very fruitful for 

the analysis of  dreams’ language, as well as the writings of  modernity, 

especially if  we keep in mind the idea of  mythos as defined by Frye30. 

Although arbitrary, associations of  images follow a poetic pattern (rarely 

a prosaic one) and rely on a form of  logic. Moreover, this is in line with 

Reverdy’s considerations on images (1918): «An image is not strong 

because it is brutal or fantastic—but because the association of  ideas is 

distant and accurate. It is in the result that the accuracy of  the 

association can be immediately measured. Analogy is a method of  

creation, a similarity of  relations; the strength or weakness of  the created 

image will depend on the nature of  such relations31». 

Therefore, it is undeniable that the logic of  artistic and literary 

creation has many points of  contact with the logic of  dreams. At the 

beginning of  the 20th century, there was a certain awareness of  this pre-

existing data, thanks to the new “science” of  psychoanalysis, which pays 

homage to the dream. It is through the dream that Freud, Ellis, De 

Sanctis and Bergson had an exchange, repercussions and a direct 

influence on literature. «The work of  art, like the dream, is not the clear 

and unequivocal translation of  a reality which exists somewhere 

regardless of  the text32», wrote Max Milner in his Freud and the 

                                                 
29 HENRI BERGSON, Dreams, translated by Edwin E. Slosson, New York, B.W. Huebsch, 1914, 

p. 44. 
30 NORTHROP FRYE, Anatomy of  Criticism; Four Essays [1957], Princeton, Princeton University 

Press, 1971, p. 52. 
31 PIERRE REVERDY, «L’image», in Nord-Sud, Self  defence et autres écrits sur l’art et la poésie, Paris, 

Flammarion, 1975, p. 74. French text: «Une image n’est pas forte parce qu’elle est brutale ou 

fantastique – mais parce que l’association d’idées est lointaine et juste. Le résultat obtenu contrôle 

immédiatement la justesse de l’association. L’Analogie est un moyen de création – C’est une 

ressemblance de rapports; or de la nature de ces rapports dépend la force ou la faiblesse de l’image 

créée». 
32 MAX MILNER, Freud et l’interprétation de la littérature, Paris, SEDES, 1997, p. 49. French text: 

«L’œuvre d’art, comme le rêve, n’est pas la traduction claire et univoque d’une réalité qui 
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Interpretation of  Literature. Focusing on the vibrant strength of  the work 

of  art and literature, he insists on its resistance to all standardization: 

«The work of  art is, partly, the result of  a set of  incentives and resistance 

which are totally elusive, but whose work we can follow for an 

interpretative approach33». 

3. Imaging the Dream—Anthropology, Psychoanalysis and Poetics 

In his Anthropological Structures of  the Imagination (1960), Gilbert 

Durand assigned to dreams and reverie a place within the nocturne 

regime (the «régime nocturne»), which he defined as a mystical and 

synthetic-based system, functioning—according to Durand—on the 

mode of  convergence and fusion, through analogies and euphemistic 

differences. The nocturne regime activity acts in opposition to the diurnal 

regime («régime diurne»), which presents a schizomorphe structure, based 

on a system of  thought construed from the binary mode of  contrast and 

antithesis. Such diurnal regime constitutes the base of  analytical 

thinking. It is not difficult to link the cyclic space of  the synthetic 

structure of  the nocturne regime with literary modernity’s poetics and 

aesthetics: the horizontal movement of  the analogy replaces the 

verticality of  the symbol, by offering a model of  association based on 

fusion and confusion, meant to shorten the distances and differences 

between realities. The synthetic and analogical structure of  the nocturne 

regime also applies to the dreamlike dimension in general, since dreams 

follow the synthetic way rather than the analytical one: waking images 

merge with sleeping impressions, and the beginning of  reveries is often 

wrapped in a sort of  confusion. Extending Durand’s metaphor, one could 

say that the oneiric imagination of  literary modernity works on a 

nocturnal regime, both for its form and content, thus revitalizing a 

tradition inaugurated with romanticism. 

Once the anthropological integration has been made at the level of  

the imagination, we do not have to subjugate the entire poetics to it, 

because avant-garde and modernity literary production presents some 

features that are crucial in their formal consistence. This is the position 

that Jean Burgos seems to defend in his Pour une poétique de l’imaginaire 

(1982), returned to the positions of  Gilbert Durand as an anthropologist, 

in order to recover and reinterpret Bachelard’s penchant for the primacy 

                                                 
existerait quelque part indépendamment du texte». 
33 Ibid. French text: «L’œuvre d’art est, pour une part, la résultante d’un ensemble d’incitations 

et de résistances qui sont totalement insaisissables, mais dont nous pouvons suivre le travail pour 

une démarche interprétative». 
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of  the poetic word. In Jean Burgos’ perspective—whose knowledge of  

early 20th century (French and Italian) literature is widely demonstrated 

by his countless studies on Apollinaire and his entourage—, we find the 

same drive and passion for poetry that characterized Bachelard’s poetics: 

«The image between words and things. Since it allows to see and live what 

we did not expect, the image fascinates. The poetic text plays with this 

fascination, whatever its sources and its purposes are34». Such claim for a 

pleasure principle, which is essential in interpreting avant-garde 

literature, functions properly only with the impulse towards the concrete 

and practical assessment of  the phenomenon: the image wonders, it is not 

only a rhetorical sign or metaphor. It is for this reason that the poetics of  

the image should firmly oppose itself  «[…] to a theory of  literature, more 

concerned with itself  than on the reality created by writing», in order to 

«[…] see how this deepening of  the word-image occurs, but even more so 

to explore the field of  the new reality opened by such thickening, to 

consider the relations that this reality made of  language maintains with 

the reality of  the world and things35».  

Burgos devoted a chapter of  his essay to the syntax of  the 

imagination, anticipating somehow works based on rhetorical aspects of  

dreams, such as those by Bert O. States on The Rhetoric of  Dream in 1987 

or on Dreaming and Storytelling in 199336. What did Burgos mean by 

«syntax of  imagination»? He meant this specific manner of  writing that 

modernity seizes in imitating the relatively free process of  reverie, or the 

nocturne regime’s images, as Durand would have put it. Burgos offered 

an interesting analysis, which was justified in relation to what he called 

the «pitfalls of  structuralism» and the «dangers of  psychoanalysis and 

phenomenology37». In his view, the way modernity is written presented 

«an attitude of  revolt against the chronological time38». It refuses 

«finitude» and «any anxiety related to this finitude39». It’s a writing 

                                                 
34 JEAN BURGOS, Pour une poétique de l’imaginaire, Paris, Seuil, 1982, p. 9. French text: «L’image 

entre les mots et les choses. Parce qu’elle donne à voir et à vivre quand on ne l’attendait pas, 

l’image fascine. De cette fascination, quelles que soient ses sources, quelles que soient ses fins, le 

texte poétique joue». 
35 Ibid., p. 11-12. French text: «[…] à une théorie généralisée de la littérature, plus préoccupée 

d’elle-même que de la réalité créée par l’écriture”; “[…] se proposer de voir comment s’opère 

l’épaississement du mot-image, mais plus encore d’explorer le champ de réalité neuve ouvert par 

cet épaississement, d’examiner les rapports qu’entretient cette réalité langagière avec la réalité du 

monde et des choses». 
36 BERT O. STATES, The Rhetoric of  Dreams, Ithaca, New York, Cornell University Press, 1988 and 

Dreaming and Storytelling, Ithaca, New York, Cornell University Press, 1993.  
37 JEAN BURGOS, Pour une poétique…, op. cit., p. 155. French text: «[…] pièges du structuralisme»; 

«[…] les pièges de la psychanalyse et de la phénoménologie». 
38 Ibid., p. 156. 
39 Ibid., p. 516-517. French text: «[…] une attitude de révolte devant le temps chronologique»; 

«toute finitude»; «l’angoisse liée à cette finitude». 
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technique aimed at «taking possession40»: «The conqueror’s writing; 

however, a conqueror who can’t wait and wants to sit down, here and now, 

at gods’ table41». On the one hand, this writing pattern reflects a 

significant presence of  the will: avant-garde wants to promote itself  and 

a new modern style. On the other hand, this literary production’s syntax, 

as Burgos defined it, betrays a dreamlike process: it is characterized by 

features of  «separation, distinction, particularization, dissociation […] 

individualization, divide and isolation, fragmentation, or even mutilation 

and dismemberment42». In his theorization, which clearly goes in the 

direction of  more concrete elements instead of  philosophical ones, Burgos 

also introduced the terms of  «materials» referring to images and the way 

they are transposed into the final text through the words. 

These materials will most often find themselves juxtaposed, brutally 

confronted with each other, with no transition, with no logical connection, 

causal relationship or simple coordination to establish the transition, 

softening or even preparing the passage. On the contrary, most often frontiers 

are enforced; barriers are thickened, separations highlighted, in response to a 

necessity that quickly takes the appearance of  a technique43. 

Following Burgos’s approach, we could say that modernity’s writing 

style reassumes many characteristics of  dreams, because it is a euphemic 

way of  writing, which presents itself  as a model of  refusal, but also of  

refuge. As a matter of  fact, beyond the «refusal of  chronological time44», 

there are series of  modified and arranged spaces, «or rather spaces that 

are continually restored and miniaturized45». Focusing specifically on this 

continuous effect of  space restriction, Burgos compared the authors’ 

stylistic choices and their effects upon the reader: «The scheme of  

confinement—and the multiplication of  verbs aimed to create a sense of  

closure within the text, […] is without any doubt more significant than 

the presence of  closed places46». Moreover, Burgos analyzed some 

                                                 
40 Ibid., p. 157. 
41 Ibid. French text: «[…] prise de possession»; «Écriture du conquérant, mais de conquérant qui 

ne peut pas attendre et veut s’asseoir sans tarder, ici et maintenant, à la table des dieux». 
42 Ibid., p. 158. French text: «[…] de séparation, de distinction, de particularisation, de mise à 

distance. […] coupure et isolement, individualisation, parcellisation, voire mutilation et 

démembrement». 
43 Ibid. French text: «Ces matériaux, le plus souvent, vont se trouver juxtaposés, brutalement 

confrontés, les uns aux autres, sans aucune transition, sans qu’aucun lien logique, relation causale 

ou même simple coordonnant, ne vienne établir la transition, adoucir ni même préparer le passage. 

Au contraire, le plus souvent, les frontières vont être renforcées, les barrières épaissies, les 

séparations soulignées, selon une nécessité qui prend bien vite l’allure d’une technique». 
44 Ibid., p. 160. French text: «[…] refus devant le temps chronologique». 
45 Ibid. French text: «[…] ou plutôt des espaces sans cesse réaménagés et de plus en plus 

miniaturisés». 
46 Ibid., p. 162. French text: «Schème d’abord de l’enfermement – et la multiplication des actions 
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characters of  space’s treatment within modern writing, and he stressed 

the oneiric results of  these places out of  shape: «the external and internal 

spaces get confused, but also get reduced, inducing the suppression of  any 

space, or at least a threat of  extinction, at the end of  increasingly 

narrower spirals, of  this ultimate point47». 

Jean-Daniel Gollut, in his Conter les rêves. La narration de l’expérience 

onirique dans les œuvres de la modernité (1993), highlighted the presence 

of  a particular textual structure in dream narratives, which does not 

follow the general rules of  grammar and syntax. He provided an example 

taken from the 4th volume of  Paul Valéry’s Cahiers (Notebooks), written 

in 1907-1908: 

Rêve admirable de St. Pierre de Rome – Facétie, foule, énormité – miglioni, 

coglioni. Le bedeau. Le dessous menant à la cour où sont les bases et degrés 

de marbre gris du Vatican. Orgues. J’étais avec maman et Gathou – Rumeur 

– attente – foule – Cour48. 

Gollut wrote that this annotation on dreams or reverie, like many 

others, is not to be considered solely as an informal number of  words, 

even though it does present a certain incoherence if  we look at it from a 

dogmatic point of  view. Nevertheless, the enunciation presents a 

structural elaboration that we can find in many other dream narratives 

from the first half  of  the 20th century: juxtaposition, parataxis, dashes, 

lexical density, and foreign words49. Everything within the text is meant 

to give the sensation of  dreams’ arbitrary incoherence, as the central core 

of  this writing experience is the synthetic condensation of  images, in 

order to reproduce the dream strategy of  giving itself  to others. It is an 

aesthetic assumption that Valéry and other writers decided to exploit.  

That is to say, dreams are not only a theme within the avant-garde’s 

literary production, but also a poetic principle of  inspiration. In his 

Syntax destruction. Imagination without Strings and Words-in-Freedom: 

Futurist Manifesto (1913), Marinetti defined lyricism as «The faculty of  

changing into wine the muddy water of  the life that swirls and engulfs us. 

The ability to color the world with the unique colors of  our changeable 

selves50». Marinetti came to the same conclusions on image and poetic 

                                                 
verbales tendant à réaliser dans le texte la clôture […] est sans doute plus révélatrice que la 

rencontre de lieux clos». 
47 Ibid., p. 163. French text: «[…] espace du dehors et espace du dedans venant à se confondre 

mais à se réduire aussi de concert, c’est l’effacement même de tout espace, du moins la menace de 

disparition, au terme d’encerclements de plus en plus étroits, de cet ultime point». 
48 PAUL VALÉRY, Cahiers, Paris, Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1957, p. 174. 
49 JEAN-DANIEL GOLLUT, Conter les rêves. La narration de l’expérience onirique dans les œuvres de la 

modernité, Paris, José Corti, 1993, p. 348. 
50 FILIPPO TOMMASO MARINETTI, Distruzione della sintassi. Immaginazione senza fili. Parole in 
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creation as Pierre Reverdy or the Surrealists (some years earlier though), 

and he described a similar strategy to Valéry’s prose: Marinetti’s «lyric, 

excited friend […] will begin by brutally destroying the syntax of  

speech51». Moreover, in order to render the true worth of  his life, «he will 

cast immense nets of  analogy across the world. In this way, he will reveal 

the analogical foundation of  life, telegraphically […]. This need for 

laconism is not just a response to the laws of  speed which govern us, but 

also to the several centuries of  relationships between poets and 

audience52». Enhancing the imagination without strings, Marinetti 

translated these concepts resorting to the “dash” strategy we found in 

Valéry’s fragment of  text, as well as to the typographical impact of  bold 

types, which we shall not reproduce here: 

Condensed metaphors. – Telegraphic images. – Maximum vibrations. – 

Nodes of  thought. – Closed or opened fans of  movement. – Compressed 

analogies. – Color Balances. – Dimensions, weights, measures, and the speed 

of  sensations. – The plunge of  the essential word into the water of  sensibility, 

minus the concentric circles that the word produces. – Restful moments of  

intuition. – Movements in two, three, four, five different rhythms. – The 

analytic, exploratory poles that sustain the bundle of  intuitive strings53. 

A dream as a referential element is not the actual innovation of  

modern writing, because literature has always been fascinated by dreams 

and prophecies. The concept of  reality expands itself  and also involves 

the sphere of  the unconscious: the unconscious is not tangible, but it is 

real and has tangible consequences in everyday life. This is why dream, as 

the golden door to the unconscious, became a key element for poets after 

Freud: they imitated dream prose in order to touch the whole field of  

human action. In his «Physics of  poetry» (1935), Paul Éluard pointed 

out the lability of  arts in the act of  referring to the outside world, while 

                                                 
libertà: Manifesto futurista, in LUCIANO DE MARIA (ed.), Filippo Tommaso Marinetti e il futurismo, 

Milano, Oscar Mondadori, 1973, p. 102-103. Italian text: «La facoltà di cambiare in vino l’acqua 

torbida della vita che ci avvolge e ci attraversa. La facoltà di colorare il mondo coi colori 

specialissimi del nostro io mutevole». 
51 Ibid., p. 103. Italian text: «[…] questo vostro amico lirico e commosso […] comincerà col 

distruggere brutalmente la sintassi nel parlare». 
52 Ibid. Italian text: «[…] lancierà [sic] delle immense reti di analogie sul mondo. Egli darà così il 

fondo analogico della vita, telegraficamente […]. Questo bisogno di laconismo non risponde solo 

alle leggi di velocità che ci governano, ma anche ai rapporti multisecolari che il pubblico e il poeta 

hanno avuto». 
53 Ibid., p. 105. Italian text: «Le metafore condensate. – Le immagini telegrafiche. – Le somme di 

vibrazioni. – I nodi di pensieri. – I ventagli chiusi o aperti di movimenti. – Gli scorci di analogie. 

I bilanci di colore. – Le dimensioni, i pesi, le misure e la velocità delle sensazioni. – Il tuffo della 

parola essenziale nell’acqua della sensibilità, senza i cerchi concentrici che la parola produce. – I 

riposi dell’intuizione. – I movimenti a due, tre, quattro, cinque tempi. – I pali analitici esplicativi 

che sostengono il fascio dei fili intuitivi». 
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trying at the same time to give poetry a tangible existence: «The relations 

between things, as soon as they are established, are erased in order to let 

other fugitive relations get in.—Nothing is sufficiently described, nothing 

is literally produced54». 

Such expansion of  conscience and reality goes together with a 

condensation of  language and images. Its effect is completely logical, 

even though it may seem paradoxical (as Bergson wrote about dreams in 

general)—poetry and literature are a glance of  reality related by Man 

and, more precisely, by a man who is writing in the early 20th century, in 

a specific cultural and scientific context. Traces of  these positions can be 

found in Ezra Pound’s essays, where he assessed the synthetic power of  

images in relation to the new psychology (A Few Don’ts by an Imagiste, 

1912): «An “Image” is that which presents an intellectual and emotional 

complex in an instant of  time. I use the term “complex” rather in the 

technical sense employed by the newer psychologists, such as Hart, 

though we may not agree absolutely in our application55». Pound did not 

hesitate to quote psychologist Bernard Hart, who published several 

essays on unconscious and nervous diseases—Subconscious Phenomena 

(1911), The Psychology of  Insanity (1912), etc. Even though Pound used 

and abused Hart’s analytical assessments in order to prove his theory, 

there is a common matrix between lyrical creation and the perception of  

reality, and we can identify a fascination on the part of  literature for 

contemporary scientific discourse. This kind of  awareness of  cerebral 

mechanisms, popularized as it may be, characterizes the literary 

production at the beginning of  the 20th century. Dreams contaminated 

the prose linearity, using mainly the prestige and credibility of  medicine, 

stressing the role of  the image, as the elementary particle of  imagination, 

which constitutes the basis of  anthropology, as well as of  psychology and 

poetry.  

The third issue of  the Révolution surréaliste (April 15, 1925) devoted 

few pages to a series of  dream narratives («Rêves») told by children and 

some Surrealist members. Antonin Artaud, for instance, published 

several stories of  dreams. The first one has perfectly recognizable images 

in an imagination of  modernity, characterized by airplanes, 

cinematographs and mechanics56. The next two are based on an 

                                                 
54 PAUL ÉLUARD, «L’évidence poétique» [1937], in ID., Œuvres complètes, edited by Marcelle Dumas 

and Lucien Scheler, Paris, Gallimard, «Pléiade», 1968, p. 936. French text: «Les rapports entre les 

choses, à peine établis, s’effacent pour en laisser intervenir d’autres, aussi fugitifs. – Rien ne se 

décrit suffisamment, rien ne se produit littéralement». 
55 LAWRENCE S. RAINEY (ed.), Modernism: An Anthology, Malden, MA, Blackwell, 2005, p. 95. 
56 «C’était un cinématographe aérien. Du haut d’un aéroplane immuable, on cinématographiait 

l’envol d’une mécanique précise qui savait ce qu’elle faisait», ANTONIN ARTAUD, «Rêves», in 

Révolution Surréaliste, no 3, 1925, p. 2-3. 
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erotic/pornographic imagination (the former) and a clerical disguise (the 

latter), treated with such humor that one could hardly place such imagery 

anywhere else than at the beginning of  the 20th century57. The allusion 

to contemporary poets strengthens the text’s strong bond to this type of  

modern imagination: « There were three of  us dressed as monk, and as a 

follow up to this, Max Jacob arrived in a small coat»58. 

Let us take some other literary examples from the early 20th century 

in order to prove that this dreamlike syntax of  writing on dreams reflects 

a collective imaginary that passes with similar expedients. In 1922 

Littérature, the Surrealist journal which published Robert Desnos’ 

dreams before the 1924 Manifesto: 

Durant l’hiver 1918-1919  

«Je suis couché et me vois tel que suis en réalité. L’électricité est allumée. La 

porte de mon armoire à glace s’ouvre d’elle-même. Je vois les livres qu’elle 

renferme. Sur un rayon se trouve un coupe-papier de cuivre (il y est aussi dans 

la réalité) ayant la forme d’un yatagan. Il se dresse sur l’extrémité de la lame, 

reste en équilibre instable durant un instant puis se recouche lentement sur 

le rayon. La porte se referme. L’électricité s’éteint».  

En août 1922  

«Je suis couché et me vois tel que je suis en réalité. André Breton entre dans 

ma chambre, le journal officiel à la main. “Cher ami, me dit-il, j’ai le plaisir 

de vous annoncer votre promotion au grade de sergent-major”, puis il fait 

demi-tour et s’en va». 

In these fragmentary texts, we retrieve a few elements shared by 

Artaud’s dream narratives: parataxis (the text presents almost a 

telegraphic appearance); some elements typical of  modern progress 

(electricity); neologisms or exotic vocabulary (the «yataghan» being an 

Ottoman knife, with a forward curve); allusions to contemporary poets 

(André Breton here, while Artaud referred to Max Jacob). Robert Desnos 

stressed in both fragments the perfect reproduction of  reality in dreams: 

the copper letter opener is exactly where it really is; and as he lies down, 

he sees himself  as he actually is in reality. 

In a less hermetic style, André Breton frequently referred to dream 

processes in his surrealist prose Nadja (1928), while stressing at the same 

time the overflowing of  illusions into reality and of  reality into an 

illusion. Especially on one occasion, the narrator gives us a description of  

dreamlike discourse, taking as an example Nadja’s speech after dinner: 

                                                 
57 «C’était un mariage où on ne mariait que des vierges, mais il y avait aussi des actrices, des 

prostituées […]. Or, les maris se renfermaient avec les vierges et les entreprenaient 

immédiatement», Ibid., p. 3. 
58 Ibid. French text: «Nous étions trois en robe de moine, et comme suite à la robe de moine, Max 

Jacob arriva en petit manteau». 
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After dinner, walking around the garden of  the Palais Royal, her dream 

seems to have assumed a mythological character I had hitherto not discerned. 

With great skill, so that she gives the striking illusion of  reality, she briefly 

evokes the elusive character of  Melusina. Then she asks me point-blank: 

«Who killed the Gorgon, tell me, tell». I have more and more difficulty 

following her monologue, which long silences begin to make unintelligible59. 

The description of  Nadja’s hermetic monologue, full of  silences and 

nearly incomprehensible, corresponds perfectly to Jean Burgos’s 

description of  avant-garde literary production: ellipses, deformation of  

space, effect of  miniaturization, dissociation, mutilation, and so on. 

If  dreams and their images constitute the basis of  the “physical” 

surrealist poetry, in Éluard’s words, they are also the foundations of  the 

«metaphysical» art practiced by Giorgio De Chirico. In his paintings from 

the 1910s, one can find an atmosphere of  expectation and immobility, 

with objects often associated through not-so-obvious connections. De 

Chirico represents one of  the painters of  this modern, metropolitan and 

mythical dream, focused on the exploration of  the inner world. André 

Breton spoke of  the Italian painter in his 1928 Surrealism and Painting, 

where he accused De Chirico of  abandoning the muse who had inspired, 

visually, surrealist aesthetics and poetics in what he dubs his «dream 

paintings60», from 1910 to 1917. Yet De Chirico published in Paris, in 

1929, his novel Hebdomeros, in which his alter ego was still in the cult of  

sleep and dreams: 

[…] once the night fell, once the bolts were drawn, the blinds lowered and the 

doors shut, to be able to retire in perfect safety and peace of  mind. He looked 

upon sleep as something sacred and very gentle and he did not allow his peace 

to be disturbed by anyone or anything. He expressed a similar respect for the 

children to sleep, namely dreams; that was why he had engraved on the legs 

of  his bed an image of  Mercury oneiropomp, that is, the bringer of  dreams, 

for, as everyone knows, Mercury was engaged by Jupiter not only with 

exercising the profession of  psychopomp, he who guides the souls of  the dead 

to the world beyond, but also of  bringing dreams to the sleep of  the living61. 

Even though De Chirico adopted a prosaic style, his text presented a 

hermetic appearance, with frequent references to mythology. 

Hebdomeros often leans from his room’s window to look outside, as to 

mark the distinction between his inner world and the outside world. And 

                                                 
59 ANDRÉ BRETON, Nadja [1928], translated by Richard Howard, New York, Grove Press, 1960, 

p. 106. 
60 ANDRÉ BRETON, Surrealism and Painting [1928], translated by Simon Watson Taylor, Boston, 

New York, MFA Publications; Reprint edition, 2002, p. 13. 
61 GIORGIO DE CHIRICO, Hebdomeros [1929], translated by John Ashbery, Louis Bourgeois, Robert 

Goldwater, Damon Krukowski, and Mark Polizzotti, Cambridge, Exact Change, 1992, p. 72-73. 
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we cannot forget that Breton, in Surrealism and Painting, wrote: «This is 

why it is impossible for me to envisage a picture as being other than a 

window, and why my first concern is then to know what it looks out on62». 

André Breton highlighted the problem of  the necessary complexity of  a 

language aiming to go beyond the dimension of  the real, as he 

contemplated it, into the areas of  the imagination and dreams. The 

painting’s language is only a part of  the speech, a sort of  window opening 

up on something else, and an exploration of  the field of  reality in the 

sense of  depth. So why did André Breton criticise Giorgio De Chirico’s 

window views in the 1920s? At the end of  Hebdomeros, the reader finds 

the hero overlooking the fields from his window, «these fields that 

stretched out elbowing one another, all alike except for slight variations 

of  color63». Hebdomeros is visibly involved in the imagery of  dreams; 

however, he frequently shows a tendency to rationalize them, to keep 

them separate from the sphere of  real life: «Could it be that life is nothing 

but an immense lie? Nothing but the shadow of  a fleeting dream64?» 

Hebdomeros tries to reconcile the logic of  the dream: «He loved logic and 

order even more than harmony65». Therefore, he takes some distance from 

the general opinion on logic: 

«Yes», thought Hebdomeros, «that seems strange, it obliges me to argue with 

my fellow men at the risk of  appearing a madman and to feel afterward 

behind my back the mockery of  the logical ones, those who think they possess 

the key to the causes and effects and the price list of  everything in this base 

world. And yet I am sure that it is not like that; these are only bad habits, 

false movements which humanity from its infancy has been used to making; 

they have contorted the way of  truth, or hidden it, covered it with fogs and 

vapor, tarnished it, giving it the same color as the objects that surround it in 

earth so that it fades into the landscape and man, distracted, passes beside it 

and rubs against it without recognizing it, as the hunter passes, his gun slung 

over his shoulder, close to the motionless quail without seeing it because of  

the color of  its plumage matches the ground where it rests66». 

To conclude, what is the key point of  this investigation on the 

modernity of  dreams, between literature and imagination? First the 

adoption of  a phenomenological approach, paying attention to 

phenomena which, in our case, are poetic, literary and literal. Once the 

anthropological, psychological and poetical integration are accepted as 

contributions to the construction of  a more general scientific knowledge, 

                                                 
62 ANDRÉ BRETON, Surrealism and Painting, op. cit., p. 2. 
63 GIORGIO DE CHIRICO, Hebdomeros, op. cit., p. 114. 
64 Ibid., p. 81. 
65 Ibid., p. 107. 
66 Ibid., p. 109. 
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the manifestation of  the dream, the representation of  dreamed images, 

poetic effects of  reveries demand to be read for both their form and 

content, not only as symbols referring to something else, but also, and 

above all, as temporary results, that can always be revived by an active 

imagination. Exploring the approach to dreams in modern literature 

implies bringing to the surface the poetic reveries of  an era that displays 

several specific features, shared positions, and a peculiar inclination for 

multidisciplinarity. 
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